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SADHU VASWANI MISSION'S ONOLE THE LGRT 

St. Mira's College For Girls, Pune 

An Autonomous (Ailiated to Savitribai Phule Pune University) 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT 
The following action taken report is taken with respect to the plan of action presented at the beginning 

of the year: 2020-21 

The actions were recommended by each criterion coordinator and were presented at the first 1QAC 

meeting for the academic year 2020-21 held on: 11h August 2020 

The progress of the actions planned were discussed at the subsequent meetings held on 28.08.2020, 

04.09.2020, 25.09.2020, 09.10.2020, 17.03.2021, 19.03.2021 

The following actions were taken and their results: 

Plan of Action 
To adhere to the academic calendar 

Outcome 
Successfully taught 100% of the syllabus and 
tested on 75%. Lectures were spaced out to help 

students adapt to the online mode. 
Results: successful transition to the online mode of teaching. 
Quality Assurance: trial practice lectures were conducted in advance to enable teachers to master 
the online mode and begin classes on time. Lectures were recorded and uploaded to the LMS 
moodle for students to watch incase they had connectivity issues 
Processes to ensure continuity: LMS Moodle was already in use. However now more sophisticated 

methods were employed for lectures and testing 
To strengthen inter institution and international The collaboration with LaGuardia Community 

College, New York expanded into MILE-Mira 
International Learning Exchange: A Centre for 
Virtual collaboration. Previous collaborations 
with TISS Mumbai, ATS learning solutions, 
Drishti institute and Women's Studies Centre-

academic collaborations 

SPPU were nurtured 
Results: 7 multidisciplinary collaborations were conducted in addition to previous collaborations 
Quality Assurance: pre course and post course feedback, special international FDP to train 
collaboration staff 
Processes to ensure continuity: establishment of MILE: Mira International Learning Exchange: A 

Centre for Virtual Collaboration. 2 credit courses entered on the marksheet 
To establish a research centre | The college applied for PhD 

research centres in the field of 
Women's Studies, Sociology and 

Economics 
Results: the process was initiated 

Quality Assurance: allocation ofa fully equipped room in the PG Library for the research centre with 
a computer, space for discussion. 

Processes to ensure continuity: introducingr Qgramme 
ALS 
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To sustain student representation on academic Despite CoVID restrictions the college formed the 
and administrative bodies/ committees of the | student council, the various clubs like Debate, 
institution Theatre, Magazine committee, SOUL- Social| 

Online United Learning 
Results: successful shift to the online mode of operation at mutiple levels 
Quality Assurance: high speed internet connection in college 

Processes to ensure continuity: use of G suites for unlimited online storage space etc 
To increase the scope of alumni 

activities 
Results: an online cultural programme was organized to raise funds 

Quality Assurance: funds used to help pay students' fees and provide cellphones 

Processes to ensure continuity: liaison between the alumni association and the college student support 
To strengthen the mentoring system 

Fund raising for COVID afflicted 

students 

The mentoring system provided support to the 
mental wellbeing programme during the COVID 

crisis 
Results: due to the overwhelming COVID crisis the mentors stepped in to provide support to the 
students in cases when the counsellors were busy. 

To update the faculty and encourage a FDP's and webinars were organised on COL 
continuous learning culture particularly collaborative online international learning, 

focussing on enhancing digital teaching to build platforms for online teaching etc 

learning communities 
Results: due to the in house training programme by the computer science dept as well as the 
international training teachers were able to make the transition to online teaching very smoothly. 
Quality Assurance: to ensure that teaching communities were formed to fill the gap formed due to 
the absence of physical presence in the classroom. Discussion forums on the LMS and whatsapp 

groups were employed. 

Processes to ensure continuity: use of the LMS 
To ensure the mental well being programme The programme shifted to the online mode and 

functions during the time of COVID focussed on the stress, anxiety and grief caused 

due to Covid 
Results: in addition to the mental well being programme and mentoring, peer support was also 

encouraged 

Quality Assurance: trained counsellors 

Processes to ensure continuity: the formal metal well being programme 
To introduce the new curriculum keeping in 

mind Blooms taxonomy, mapping Course 

Outcomes to Programme OQutcomes 
Results: the SY and TY syllabus was successfully planned and passed 

Quality Assurance: meeting of the Board of Studies and Academic Council 

Processes to ensure continuity: syllabi to be changed every three years 
To secure online feedback from 

The BOS and Academic council meetings were 
conducted and the new FY syllabus was 

successfully rolled out 

tudents, | Feedback was obtained, analysed and uploaded to 
the website. In addition action was taken based on parents, alumni and employers 

the analysis 
Results: overall the feedback was extremely positive 

Quality Assurance: analysis by statistics teacher. 
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Internal Quality Assurance Cell 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT 

2021-22 

The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (1QAC) of St. Mira's College (Autonomous), Pune has 
been functioning successfully, since its inception on 15-Jul-2003. With a focus on academic 
excellence to ensure quality in all operations, the core team of the IQAC include Dr. Jaya 
Rajagopalan, Principal Incharge of the College as the 1QAC Chairperson, Dr. Snober Sataravala 
as the IQAC Coordinator. To deal with the upheaval caused by COVID-19 the key thrust of al 
plans planned was "innovation". 

The following action taken report is taken with respect to the plan of action presented at the 

beginning of the year: 2021-22 
The actions were recommended by each criterion coordinator and were presented at the first 

IQAC meeting for the academic year 2021-22 held on: 29m September 2021 
The progress of the actions planned were discussed at the subsequent meetings held on 12-10-21, 
8-11-21, 18-04-22, 1-12-21, 21-01-22 and 6-4-22. 
The following actions were taken and their results: 

Outcome Plan of Action 
Appraisal policy Quality contribution by all teachers across all 

NAAC criteria 

Results: desirable. 
Quality Assurance: An efficient appraisal policy was formulated and implemented. 
Processes to ensure continuity: annual appraisal would be conducted annually. All DVV to be 
checked at four levels ie the head of the department, then the 1QAC coordinator, the internal 

auditor and finally comments by the head of the institution and management if required. 
Internal control mechanism, internal audits and Thorough documentation duly verified for 

DVV verification NAAC in 2022 

Results: the outcome was achieved and AQAR 2020-21 was successfully submitted 
Quality Assurance: participative management by various criterion head making significant 
contributions in the 2021-22 planning and DVV collection and verification 
Processes to ensure continuity: the internal auditor established systems of submission and cross 

referencing so all faculty are aware of criteria requirements and submission of data. 
Integrate 

| Visits/Projects as part of curriculum 
Internships/Field Will help our students be employable ready by 

meeting industry requirements 
Academic 

IRLS 
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Results were achieved 

Quality Assurance: with internships as part of the curriculum faculty are able to monitor the 

students' progress and commitment. 
Pocesses to ensure continuity: involvement of the 1QAC industry expert to ensure availability of 

internships for all students in the course 
Initiate Employability Audit of the Syllabus by 
getting feedback from the industry 

Results: pending and under process 
Quality Assurance: AAA audit being unde 

Processes to ensure continuity: the audit will be conducted at least every three years 
Introduce more certificate courses 

Result: desirable. Two Certificate Courses-Quantitative Economics and Stock Market have been 

introduced in 2021-22. A 15 hour credit course on Digital Marketing was introduced. 

uality Assurance: feedback analysis of the course 
Move towards blended learning Enable safe opening of the college also long 

term vision of enrolling students from outside 

Pune 

Results: successful implementation of blended learning using the LMS Moodle and Google 
classroom. Lectures were also recorded and uploaded for students to access. 

Quality Assurance: careful curation of lectures and courses, beginning with the post graduate 
courses. Use of the admin facility of the LMS to monitor attendance of students, assignments etc. 

Processes to ensure continuity: use of the LMS for blended learning and self-paced courses 
Audit of exam papers Ensure quality question papers mapped to COs 

and POs using Blooms taxonomy 

Results: pending and under process. Successfully drew up and implemented Equivalence Policy 

Quality Assurance: AAA audit being undertaken 
Processes to ensure continuity: the audit will be conducted at least every three years. 

Equivalence Policy is in preparation for NEP. 
Faculty Research Presentations & Reviews 

[Six Monthly] 

Quality Publications & Quantity of Research | 
Publications (scopus etc 

Results: desirable. Faculty presentations and reviews are in progress. For the year 2021-22, 5 
research papers have been published by the faculty members. 

Established a research centre for Women's Studies, research centre for Sociology and Economics 
has been approved. 
Quality Assurance: Presentations of proposals for research projects to encourage research- a 
session for these presentations to be planned 
Processes to ensure continuity: regular presentations of ongoing research projects and by PhD 

research scholars. 
Consultancy opportunities stream wise posted. This will increase SMEs and reveues 

generated 

OdSt. 
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Consutancy Poicy Fcourage facuy to take up opportunit ies in 

consutany 

Resuts: Consuhancy policy was finalized 
Quality Assurance regular updating of informat Rn on consutancy by coordinator 
Processes to cnsure contiuity 70% income for the faculy 
Active participation in colaborative initiative Exposure to future employers 
with organizations like Triesedge, ntelligence Iternships as credits inc luded in few courses 

plus etc as an interm Internships will be /can be comverted nto 

placement 
Results: desirable. Some of the collaborating agencies that have been associated with St. Mra's 
are Ticklinks, Mitt Ke Rang. IntelligenceP us, CMHS, Mind Champs, India Lost & Found 
WayUp. My Captain, Eat My News, My Study Buddy, Facile NGOs- Connecting NG 
Prayatna, India Lost & Found, Wrytin, MyCaptain, Eat My News, Connecting NGO, Tredge 
Solutions, CA B.K Kothari and Associates LLP and Lighthouse communit ies. Phutusmart 

Technokogies Pvt. Lid., Unschool, Bot 10T, Abhay Bagmar and Associate 
Quality Assurance: Iniermational collaborations with LaGuardia Community College to gauge 

global requirements 
Processes to cnsure contimuity: inc luded as a requirement for completion of the programme 

Consolidate the extension activities to selected To achieve long term and meaning ful 
programmes 

engagement with these institutions 

Create a separate tab on the website_with the To bring about awareness among studentsas 

list of collaborating institutions well as outsiders 

Resuts: desirable. 

Quality Assurance: Preliminary work on consolidating extension activities has taken place. A 

more formal structure has to take shape. The process of creating a tab on website will begin 

soon 
Processes to ensure continuity: activities like SOUL: Student outreach united learning using the 

digital platform for one-on-one peer teaching learning has been made part of the curriculum and 

a skill enhancement componen 
Installation of lecture capture system 
Results: under process, tenders are being examned 

Quality A ssurance: training on creating modules for self-paced courses 

Processes to ensure continuit y: part of certain courses, starting with the PG will be online 

Integrate DVV and appraisal to ensure cqual| Students get a quality and balanced education 

focus on all activities across all eritera 

Sophisticated online c lasses, self paced courses 

Results: process has been implemented 

Quality A ssurance: appraisal by the head of the department, checking of DVV by the intemal 

auditor and the 1QAC Coordinator and final appraisal by the principal 
Processes to ensure continuity: formal appraisal to be held at the end ofevery academie year 

A robust follow up for student progression Capture progression data 

using Google forms 
Results: desirable. GRLS. 
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Adequate and effective policies in all key areas | Effective quality assurance and control 
with key perfornance indicators 

Results: desirable. In all there are 19 policies covering various aspects of the working of the 
institution. Some of those are Admission Policy, Library Policy, Grievance Redressal Policy, 
IPR policy, Sustainability Policy ete Except for Examination Policy, all the policies are in the 
tinal stages of approval or are already approved. 
Quality Assurance: regulary ensure that all policies are working policies 

Processes to ensure continuity: policies are available on the website for all the refer to 
Brand management | To create an impact about the institution and 

its facilities and initiatives in the virtual world Results: C6 is working on the Linked in Page for the college as a part of Branding process. Setting up grievance redressal mechanism on | Effective quality and assurance control 
the website 

Results: 1.Grievance committee and redressal mechanism has been put into place. 2. Green audit is going to take place in this year. It is a 5 yearly activity. 
3. A more structured format of Value Education/ Sanctuary Examination with allotment of 2 
credits(Non CGPA) is being introduced. 
Quality Assurance: the privacy of the grievance redressal mechanism is paramount. The process has been successfully followed through. 
Processes to ensure continuity: the tab is on website and can be accessed by all 
Laying out a structured policy to handle 
grievances 

Results: Policy was finalized and uploaded to the website 
Quality Assurance: the committee meets regularly to discuss cases and areas for improvement 




